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Physics. _. Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS offers on behalf of 
Dr. G. BAKKER of Schiedam a paper on: "The potential 

Ae-gr + Beg!> A sin (gT + ce) 
function g; (7') = and g; (1') = and the 

l' l' 

po~ential function of VAN DER WA ALS". 

In a previous paper I have poillted out that these potential func
tion8 lend to a spherical homogeneous 8hell or to a massive sphere, 
the density of which is a function ftf the distance from the 
centre, the property to attract an external point as if tbe mass were 
concentrated in the centre, if we leave a factor, depending on the 
radius, out of account. The differential equations7 which are satisfied 
by these functions, are resp.: 

d2g; 2 dg; - + __ = q2g; • • • • • • • (1) 
d,:ç2 l' dr 

and 
d2g; 2 dg; 9, _ + _ - = - q g; • • • • • • (2) 
dr9, l' dr 

Tf we substitute (1)2 + y2 + z2 for 1'2, these equations mayalso 
be written: 

(la) 
and 

(2a) 

The resemblance of these differential equations with the weU
known equation \/2g; = 0 for the potentialof NEWTON, made it 
p1'obable that these potential fuuctions wOllld have more in com
mono The analogy was even closer than rexpected. I found e. g. 
that the adion between two systems of agens, spread over arbitrary 
spaces and aurfaces, may be substituted by a system of tensions in 
the medium in a similar way as MAXWELL did for electric agens. 

In the firat place we state the following theorems: 
1. Ir l/l represents the potential in a point lil, y, z of an agens 

which fills several spaces continuously, aud is spread over several 
Ae-qr +Begr 

sUl'faces, the potential function heing g; (1') = , we nnd 
l' 

for the potential, with the exception of some points and surfaces 
the differential equation : 

\J2rp = q2!p - 4 n ( . ..4 + B) Q • • (3) 

in which (! represents the density in that point. 
18* 
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IJ. If IfJl rèpresents thc potential in a point a-, y, z of an agens 
which fins several spaces cQntinuously and is spread ovér several 

l! . , '1 f " Asin(qi'+a) . 
SUl'laCeS, the potentla unctIon bemg Cfl (1') = .' ',wé get 

, r 

. for the potential the differential equation: 

\]2I/Jl.= - q21/11 - 41& Q A sin a .,. (4) 

some points and surfaces being excepted; erepresents the, density 
iri that point, 

It is easy to find equatiori: 

Let us put: 

Ae.-qr + Begr . A + B 
---=u '. • (5) 

By ,applying the operation 'iJ2 to the two mombers of the last 

t' b . 'k' 't h 2 A + B O' . fi 1 equa IOn ut one, ta mg I1l 0 account t at \] -' -- = ,we nc: 
. r 

nAe-qr+Beqr nn,\A+B (B A (A+B)q2 r ~ 
'iJ'" '=\]"'u=q'" + -) q + ' + = 

r I '1'. . r . . 

Ae-qr + Beqr = q2 ' or 
r 

\]2 cp= \]2 U = q2 cp ",. 0 .(6) 

The proof ofthe first theo:..~~ is, bas_ed on this consider~tiono The 
potential lÎJ jn a, point .x, !i, z of an agens with acubic density Q 

. and a surfàce density (1, becomes if the potential function is cp (1'): 

if r represents tbe distance from point a-,!I, z to tbe elements' of 
space or' of surface for wbich the density is represented by Cl or (Jo 

We have: 

A+B 
cp (r) = + n (e,!uation 5) 

r 
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The . poteDt~al inay be written: 

or 

If we apply to both olembers the opel'ation .\J'i., we gat: 

!St 

!Llld ~ecause 'i]'}, u = q'}, cp (see equation 6): 

2nd 'i]22'FudT+ 'V2~Jl)Ud8=~ F'i]2UdT+2jl)'i]2UdS . 
. " 

Rence: , 

\l21Jl = (llJl.- 4 n CA +~) Q , " ' , (7) 

To prove the second theorem, we point out that: 

A sin(q1' + a) =.A. cos ct sin q1' + A sin a cos Q1' 

Ir we substitute. a new constant' Al. fol' A cos ct and B for 
A ainct we m~y write the potential function (PI (7') as follows: 

We find easily: 

Al sin q1' + B COB q'l' 
lPI ('1') = ------
. r 

Al sin qr + B eDit q'l' . B· _ A Bq2r. 
. ,-'--- 1Q-'---

l' '1' n2 

B' . 
lf we put Vil ('1') - - = tl aDd .. apply the ope;'ation V 2

, we get : 
'1' 
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. (B ' . 
=~q'J -;+u)=_q2rpl 

and on tbis tbe proof of thc second theorcm is bascd. 
N ow we have for the potential in a point: 

'I' . ~ IQ lpi (1') dT + ~fa CPl (1') ds 

B. 
Now. Pi (1') = -. + v. So aho: 

r . 

lil = ~.j'B~ dz: +:E f B: ds + I f<JV d~ + ~ fv d~. : 

(S) 

If we apply to' ~oth members the operation \]2 we find in 11 

similar way &s we did when proving tbe preceding theorem: 

\]20/ = - 4 n BQ+ ~J(J \]2 v dI: + i JO'\]2vds • • (9) 

Now we gat in con~equence óf (7): 

1(' 'iJ'), v d~ = - q2 I F epi db 

and in the same way: 

. ~ JO' 'iJ2 vds '- - qlJ, ~ j~ rpI d8 -

or 

~ ~ 'iJ2?) d. + ~ fO'\]2Vds= _q2( ~ FCPid7:+~(jCPldS )=-q'2'1f 

Equation (8) becomes: 

\]1), 'I' = .,.- 4·,r B(! - q2, ql 

or because B = A 8in a : . 

. . .. ' • (lO) 

.Let us now pro~e tbc reversed theorem of Theorem I 1). 

I) With that modificlltion tbat B is' put o. 
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111. Ir I/J and Q. are functions of $,y alld 02, lfI satîsfying the 
three foUowing conditions : 

lat 1/'- and its flrst derivatives with respect to x, y and z are 
continuous everywhere. 

2nd some. isolated points,' lines and su~faces excepted, !{J fulfils 
in an acyclic region, the equation: 

'iJ2 I/J = 9.2 I/J - 4: 'TC .A Q. 

. . dlJl dl/' dlf . . 
grd the products tl'lJl, '!lIP, zIJl, x2_, y2_ and 022 - become nowhere 

. . ~ ~ . 
infinite; . -then the potentialof an agens, the density of' which i.s ~, 
is for that regiou 1/', the póte~tial function bein.g: 

. Ae-qr 
cp (1-}~--

'/' 

In order to . prove. thjs. theorem, we .take intoaccount that the 
. , ' Ae-qr 

potentialof an agens,' .for which the p.otential. functión is -'/'- , 

fulfils the. differential equation: 

. . (11) 

which is a speciftl case of !'!quati9n (3). lf we ean prove that on 
the given conditions only one solution of (11) is possible, the theórem 
is . proved. We shaH do so by pro ving that if there are two. solu
tions, the differenceof these functions will 'be zero everywhere. 

If ",. and . v . are two filolutions of equation (11) and if we put 
1Jl- ti == u, the new, function. u will satisfy the equation: 

As lIJ and.'11 and their first derivatives with respect to :c, '!I and z 
are supposedto be continuous everywhere, this is .alsothe case 
with the function u and we may maKe use for this quantity' of the 
well-~nown th~orem of GREEN. This furnishes the equation: 

Ic '), ) f' (dU. " du ~ du . ') 'V u u dr; = u - cos a + - cos I:' + ~ C08 r ds-
doe dll dz . 

I \ (dIL)2 (du)2 '(du)2) - - + - + - . dT: .' ! d:r dy . df;.\ ~ .' (12) 
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1f We subtract f(llt 2 dr from the two members of this equatjonj 

we get: 

Y" f (dU du dU) (\]2 U - q2 u)u dl: = l~ - cos a + - CQS fI +- cosr ds-
d.I- dg dz 

fl (du)2 (d'U)2 (d~6)2 l 
- i d:t 4- dg + dz + q2 u

2 ~ dl" 

DIRICHLET 1) in' his proof of a corresponding theorem concerning 
1 

the potential function -, has surrounded the spaces that present a 
'1' 

singularity by closely surrounding surfaces, and he construed a 
cube, the centre of which coincides with the origin of the coordinate 
system, while it cam passes all the spaces that present a singularity. 
By doing sa we may make use of the above equation for the space 
contained between the sides of the cube and the surfaces construed 
round the places which offer a singulal'ity. The first term of the 
right-hand member consists of the sum of a number of surf ace 
integrals, which are reduced to zero for the surfaces of the cube, 
when the edges of the cube increase infinitely, while the surface 
integraJs taken over the surfaces which enclose the places offering 
a singularity, fürnish two values of opposite sign, so that the result 
for every sUJface is zero. Then \l'J, u = 92 ~t. The volume integral of 
the 1eft-hand member is therefore also zero. 

Sa: 

f t (du)2 (dit)2 (du)2 I • I J; + du + dz + 92 
u

2 ~ dr = 0 

from which follows: 

u = 0 or l/l = 'IJ q. d. e. 

In these considerations the more general function: 

Ae-qr + BelJr 
cp(r)=----

r 

must be excluded as potential function. 

1) VorleSUll!~ell Îlber die im umgekehrtell Verhliltniss des Qundrnts der Entfel'nung 
wirkendell Krafte von P. G. LEiEUNE-DllUCH1ET, blz. 32. 
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In this case the following equation would hold for lloints which 
are at an infinite distance from the agens: 

Ae-,qr + Be'/r 
l/1=M----

'I' 

M representing the whole mass. 
According to the third conditioD 'I' l/J will nowhere become infinite. 
Now '1' tp = M (Ae-qr + Beqr) and eql' become infinite, if 'I' = 00. 

Only for 13 = 0 this objection has no weight. We 8ha11 therefore 
confine 0llr8el ves to the function of "VAN Dl!:R WAALS and a genera] 
reversion of iheorem I cannot be proved in tbis way. Sueh a theorem, 

however1 would not be of much import/mee here, as for B ~ 0 the 

potential function has properties, which are never faund when 
examining moleeular forces. 

Potential energy in the unity of volume, 

Let us seek the potentinl energy of an ag'ens spread continuously 
over several spaees for the potential function of VAN DER WAALS, 

which we wri te: 

e-qr 
p('I')=-J-

'I' 

If lP is the potential and Q the density, we get for this quantity; 

w = ~J", () d'r • • • • • • • (13) 

We consider this as being taken over the infinite apaoe. Now we 
get according to equation (11) 

and so 
,,2 'I' = qS lp + 4. 1(; f Cl 

,,2 ifJ - (l ifJ 
(I = 41&f 

By substitutioD in (13): 

W::::: -l-flp \J"'l/J d'Ç - ..1-f1JJ2 dr . • . (14) 
Sn!. 8'lrf 

I 
t 

! 
~ I 

'~ 
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Now we have: 

By pal,tial integration: 

dl/1 I -
Because I/J and - become 1) zero at infinite distance from the 

d~ , 

agens, the surf ace integral becomes zero and so: 

By substituting in equation (14) this expression. for flJl d
2

1/1 dr 
d~2 

and the corresponding expressioDB for the other surface integrals of 
(15), we find: 

1 f (dl/J)2 9
2 f W = - -- ~ - d7: - --. 1/12 dl: 

8 1& J dx 8 1& J 

~ ~ (dl/J)2= (~)2 (d'P)2 (dl/l)2 I 
l dx d.c + dy + dz \ • 

The energy in tbe unity of volume becomes therefore: 

1 ~ (dlfJ
) 

2 
1 _ __ ~ _ + q2 ",2 j • 

8n f dx 

Let us put: 

then we mayalso write: 

RB + q2 lfJ2 2) 
- 81&j ••••••• (16) 

I) Ir the members of tbe last equation are added to those of the corresponding 
equntion for the other nxes, we may consider the surfnce integrals togetller us being 
one surface integral over naphert'. lf r = 00, this integrul becomes O. 

=) Ij ", hns the dimension of n force, for 'I is the reverae of a length. 
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1 
ör substltuting -f for q: 

• • • • • • (16a) 

If f = 1 and q:-= 0, we find once more the well-known expression : 

R2 
-8;" . 

This expression is negative, becanse the constant of the potential 
function is equated to zero. So it represents without the - sign 
the work required to separate different parts of the agens at an 
infinite distance from one another, when the forces are attractive. 

Tension in the medium. 

MAXWELL has proved that the force which two electric systems 
exercise on each other, may be considered as a simple system of 
tensions in the medium. rrhe !:Iame applies to the general potential 

Ae-qr + Beqr 
function cp Cr) = and so also to the potential function 

r 
of Y AN DER WAALS. 

Imagine an agens spread over different spaces, for which the 
potential function cp Cr) holds good, and enclose a certain region by 
a closed surface. CaU this region system I and all other space 
system 11. The resultant of the X-components of the forces exercised 
by system II on system I is: 

so 

According to equation (3): 

q I/J - '12 l/J 
(!=4n(A+B) 

1) Here the same remark holds good as I have made repeatedly in sueh like ealeu
lations. See e. g. Journal de Physique 1899, p. 646. Generally this expression for 
XI is proved in a lengthy, \Vny. 
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Now Wê get (see MA.XWELL 1873, blz. 129, IJ: 

~i~ dl/l == (bp (d
2
1/l + ~iJI + dlJfo)= 

1/1 d:e dtlJ dtlJ2 dg'/, dz2 

Let us put: 

(d~)2 (d~)2 (d~)2 _ 
- - - - -- - q2 ~9 = 8 17: (A + B) p:cx dtlJ dJ dz 

(d~)2 (dl/J) 2 (d l/J) 
2 

dJ} - dz - dm - q2 lfil = 8 17: (A + B) pyy 

( dlll) 
2 

(d1/1) 
2 

- (dlJl) 
2 

-- - -- - - - q2 1/12 = 8 "1; (A + B) pzz dz dw dy 

dlJl dl/} - - = 4 17: (A + B) Pyz = 4 17: (A + B) pzy dy dz 

dlf d~ 
- ~ = 417: (A + B)Pz:r = 417: CA + B)p.xz dz dtlJ 

d1/1 dl/l ..:- - = 417: (A + B)pxy = 417: CA + B) p:xu dllJ dy 

then we get: 

and so: 

Xl = (J dpxx + dpy:x + dpzx \ dT 
dtlJ dy dz) 

or as a surface integral on the surf ace, which encloses ~ystem I: 

Xl = f(t pxx + m Pyx + n Pzx) ds 

and in the -same way: 

l'i == JCl p:xy + m P?l?l + n pzy) a., 

Zl = JCl PXZ + m Pyz + n pzz) ds 
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In exactly the same way as MAXWELL we may conclude from 
this thai" when a part of the wl101e system is enclosed by a poten
tial s Ul'fa ce, we may consider the action of the other part on the 
enclosed part of the system as a tension (or presBure), normal to 
that potential sUl'face, so in the direction of tbe lines of force, and 
a pressur~ (or tension) raund the lines of force normal to them. 
The value of the ten sion is here: 

or if B = 0 and A = - f : 

The quantity q is the reciprocal value of }., in the potential runc
tion of VAN DER WAALS. Rence: 

__ ~ (R~- 1/12) 
8 1l f J.,2 .' 

tp2 
If R~ > }.,~, the expres sion becomes negative and the tension 

becomes a pressure. The value of this expression becomes: 

If we take the surface elemeI)t for which the tension or pressure 
is to be determined, normal to the lines of force and represent by 
l, In and n the diraction cosines of the normal measured outwards, 
then the a:-component of the force, acting on the element (considered 
as a part of a closed surface) is: 

l pxx + m P!lZ + n p:cz • 

Now: 

l (dl/')2 (dl/') 2 (dl/J) 2 I dl/' dl/' dl/' dl/' == l - - - - - - q2 l/J'J \ + 2 m - - + 2 n - -I dx dy d? da: dy ,dal d~ 

and we gat the relation: 

dl/1 dtp dtp l--+m-+n-=O. 
dx dy dz 
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By combil1iug these two equations, we fiud easily: 

8 'l1: (A + B) tl p;rz + m Pyz + 12 P:t~} ~ 

As we have taken the force as a veeLor in the dil'ection of tbe 
norma] measured outwards, toe above equation indicates tbe force 
whieh acts on tbe element from the inside towards tbe outside, 
The expression between tbc braces in tbe right-band member is 
always positi-ve, and we gat therefore a negativa tension or a pos
itive pressure : 

For the potential function of VAN DER WAALS B = 0, ..A = - f 
1 

and q = T ' sa we find here a (positive) tension : 

For an electric systeDl tbe system of farces may be described as 
ft system of tensions in tbc direction of the lines of fOl'ce and a 
system of pl'CSSU1'es norm al to the lines of force, here however we 
see that we must assume both iensións and pressures in the direction 
of the linea of force. Normal to the lines of fOl'ce tbere are onIy 
teusions, whereas for electric agens the reverse is found. For electric 
agens the numeric value of the teDsioD is aqua1 to that of the 
pressure ; ill our case the tensiQn is not equal to the pressul'e, except 
where lP and R are zero. For tbe potential energy per unit of 
volume we found: 

from which follows that; 

tIl/) absolute value of tlle potential energy pet' unit of t'olurne is 
equal to the tension normal to the lines of force. 
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Tke Surface-tension and the Moleculal' Pressure. 

Let us imagine a liquid in equilibrium with its saturated vapour. 
In the transition Iayer we may assume the lines of force to be 
normal to the surface separating the tw<} phases. Let us imagine 
this surface to be horjzontal, therefore tue lines of force in the 
capillary layer as being -vertical. If the above considerations are 
correct, and 'ir we assume that the substance fiUs the space contin
uously witl} a mean density, we shall find for the surf ace tension 
exactly the same value as is deduced from the calculations of "VAN 

DER WAALS in his "Theorie der capillariteit". Let us first calculate 
the molecular pressure ; i. e. the force, with which a column of the 
surface layer with the unity of transverse section is attracted down
warde in the direction of the liquid by the surrounding substance. 

Per unit of surface we found a pressure, indicated hy the formula : 

The force we are speaking of, which we shall caU K, is nothing 
but the diiference between the absolute values of the pressure IJ on 
the upper and the lower surfaces of the column of tbe surface Jayer. 
IJet us ea1l the potential in the vapour 1/12 and in the liquid 1/11, 
and let us bear in mind that both in the vapour and in the liquid 
R may be put equal to zero, then we find: 

1) 'rhe pressures in considerlltion lire here uegative and therefore properly speak.ing, 
tensions. For the test the idens tension and pressure ure somewhat nrbitrary. There 
is DO objection to ndtling au everywhere equul umount to the pressure nnd the ten
sion throl1gh tbe whole mIlss. The new system of presiiures und tensious will give a 
repl'esentntion of the system of forces liS well as the original. This nppenrs immedin. 
tely from the form of tbe spuce.integrnl, which represeuts the force betweeu two parta 
of the system : 

XI =f(dpn + dp~y + dPz<)dT' 
& ày rlz 

The coefticient of dT consists of the sum of three diflerelltial coefficients. The~'efore 
constant amouuts mny be udded to P~t, PII!J aud P~=. 

Ir the llydrostatic })reSllUre tbrough the whole muss is equal to the external pressure 

Uil 1 011 Y the pressure of the tnr !tets on tlle system, tite presstlte --- Jt~-= d 'f l ' 1 ( 1/.2) 
• I 8'1rf ;.,g 
15 equal to the pressure with reverfl,ed sigu, lenving a constant out of account • 

• 
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As fUl'ther 

Or 

a,nd 1/.'2 = - 2 a (,)2 

we mayalso, write : 

lf we neglect' (/2 with respect to Ql,' we get the well-known 
expresssion of LAPLACE': 

LAPLACE, however, proved this relation only in the supposition 
that tbe, density in tbe liquid (al~o in the, surface layer) is constant 
~~~~ , - - ' 

For the' tension nm'mal to' tbe lines of force. so, in our case in 
the direction parallel to thc separating surface, ~e foimà': 

This expression holds for'a uuitof surface. For an elementary
rectangle of transverse section of the capillary, layer, (i. e. normal 
tq the potential surf aces) , twO sides of which' are parallel to the 
potential surfaces aud have the length of a unit, whereas the other 
two sides' have the direction of the tangents of ,the surface and 
a differential length dh" we get: ' 

1 "( 'PS) 
8n!, R2+-v; dIt. 

The total fension in thc capillary layer will be equal to the sum 
of these dift'erential-expresaions, ' i.' e. : 

• (23) 

I) This quantity S is not the quantity 1I of LAl'LACE • 

• 
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The ligIits 1 en 2 relate to liquid and vapoUl', 
In the theory of Y AN DER WAALS is: 

for 
" ' a(! 

-R=-2a
dIt 

2 C2 d3(! 2 C4 d5(! - -- -- - -~'-- ---~-

2 dh3 n 4 dh5 

By substitution of the squares of these expressions in (23), making 
use of the expressions : 

C)2 , <'6 

,2 n4 n6 
}..2 = __ = _ = __ = . .,. . 

a C2 

2 

we find easily: 

, 'J2 ." [2 ( df! )2 J' 2'( d2(! ')2 
S = a (!! dIt - a }..2 , ' dit alt + a À!I! dh2 dlt 

1 ' 1 1 ' 

As the ten sion normal to the }ine!) of force per unit of surface 
was equal to the potcntial energy per unit of volume with reversed 
sign, we have a]so found this cnergy. 

We can a]so easily d'erive the value of the energy' directly fro~n 
the equation for the energy, with whieh the energy of the unit of 
mass i!'l a point of, the sUl'faee la.yer exeeeds that in a point within 
the liquid. Prof. YAN DER WAALS finds for this': 

For the whole separatlng ,layer we gèt per unit ofsurfacc a potclltial 
energy: 

J (J aA = mass of the' sepal;ating layer per unit of surface = m. 

19 
Jlroceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. n. 
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We get further: 

.2 2 .2 

f d2(} J' dij [(cl!!)2 (l2d1t= (ld- = - - dh 1) 
d ft dIt 1 dit 

1 1 

1'he poteutial euergy per unit of surface -becomes: 

f2 C2 f2 (dl!)2 C4 J2 (ll2l!)2 
W = - a (: 2 dlG + a (I] 'In + - - tilt - - -, dit + 

, n2 dit Jl4 dh~ 
1 1 I 

As zero position we have taken that of tbe liquid, If we take 
infinite ral'efaction as zero position, we get aCh m = 0 and so: 

s = - W 

Astronomy. - S. L. V EENS'l'R.A.: «On the Systematic C01'?'ecti01lS 

of the proper motions of the stars, eOlltailled in, AuwERs'· 
BRADLEY-Oatalo(jue, and tlte cool'dinates of the Apex uf the solar 
motion in Spac(/'. (Comffiunicated by Prot J. O. KAP1'EYN.) 

Thc matet'ials for these investigations have been taken from an 
yet unpublished catûlogue, prepared by Prof KAP1'EYN, This cata
logue contains fol' all the Bradley-stars, ohserved in both coordinates 
(with the exception of the Pleiades, tbe Hyades and the fainter 
components of physical double· stars) the position, the total proper 
motion li, its componellt8 v and 'C, in the direction from the apex 
and perpendicular to that direction and the quantities }.. and ;: 2), 
respectively the dÎl,tance from star to apex, and the angle betweell 
the great circle on whiûh this di8tance is measured and the decli
nation·circle. 

The guantities v, T, }.. and X bave been calculated with different 

'h d" 1 . rlp d2p t t'l 1 ' 1) 'I e lJlerentJa -quotIents dit' dk~ e c, are zero ou SI( e tIe separatmg lllyer. 

2) In tlole lwinted cutulogue the quuntities X llUve not been included, 

\ 1 

'((1'-----_______ _ 


